1. Lesson Objectives

2. Lesson Plans

3. Bellwork and Journal Entries
   - Eight Rock Cycle Bells
   - Four Journal Suggestions

4. Labs & Activities
   - What Is a Rock?
   - Crayon Lab FAQ
   - Crayon Rock Cycle Prelab
   - Crayon Rock Cycle Simulation
   - Rock Characteristics
   - Rock Cycle Notes
   - Rock Cycle Notes Teacher Script
   - Rock Cycle Lab
   - Rock Cycle Key
   - Rock Cycle WS #1
   - Rock Cycle WS #2
   - Sedimentary Rocks WS
   - Metamorphic Rocks WS
   - Igneous Rocks WS
   - Sedimentary Rocks Lab
   - Metamorphic Rocks Lab
   - Igneous Rocks Lab

5. Games and Puzzles
   - Show Me the Rock! Game
   - Rock Cycle Word Search
   - Rock Cycle Vocab Game
   - Rock Cycle Construction Puzzle

6. Other Active Learning Elements
   - Rock Cycle Cut & Paste Vocab
   - Making Sandstone

7. Tests & Quizzes
   - Rock Types Pop Quiz
   - Rock Cycle Practicum
   - Rock Cycle Review
   - Rock Cycle Review (R.C. Mania!)
   - Rock Cycle Test

8. Additional Materials
   - Rock Cycle Diagram

9. Answers

10. Internet Links
    - Ride the Rock Cycle
    - Rock Cycle Roulette

11. Multimedia
    - Rock Cycle PowerPoint
    - Rock Cycle Followsheet
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